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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CORBY 

PART II - 1917 - 1939 

IN Part I of this article reference was made to the interest shown in 1911 by Stewarts and Lloyds, 
Limited, in the possible acquisition of a pig iron works in England, either in Lincolnshire or 
Northamptonshire. No immediate decision was reached but the question of raw material supplies 
for the tube works of the Company continued to be a major preoccupation of the Board. This 
was accentuated during the period of the first World War. 

In October, 1916, the Company began to examine various proposals for steel works 
development in England and the advantages and disadvantages of Lincolnshire versus North
amptonshire were carefully considered in the light of technical and other requirements. 

In March, 1917, the Board decided against acquiring Lloyds Ironstone Company, Ltd. 
and in favour of developing in Lincolnshire. Accordingly, after prolonged negotiations, a con
trolling interest in The North Lincolnshire Iron Co. Ltd. was acquired in 1918 and during the 
next few years large sums of money were spent there with the intention of developing a steel 
works on a site adjoining the existing blast furnaces. The scheme was, however, ultimately 
abandoned and the Company's interests in Lincolnshire were sold to The United Steel Companies 
in 1931. 

The decision of Stewarts and Lloyds, Limited, in March, 1917, not to acquire Lloyds 
Ironstone Co. Ltd. was a blow to the hopes of Mr. A. W. Lloyd and Mr. S. J. Lloyd. They were, 
however, determined to link with a steel-making concern and within a few months were discussing 
terms for an amalgamation with Alfred Hickman, Ltd., ironmasters and steel manufacturers of 
Bilston, who were anxious to secure increased supplies of pig iron and ironstone. 

The whole of the share capital of Lloyds Ironstone Co. Ltd. was acquired by Alfred 
Hickman, Ltd. and agreement to give effect to this was completed on 31st March, 1919. Mr. 
S. J. Lloyd and Mr. Andrew Crawford (Directors of Lloyds Ironstone Company) were appointed 
Directors of Alfred Hickman, Ltd. 

Mter the end of hostilities in November, 1918, business everywhere was booming and 
almost everyone in the iron and steel industry was convinced that a long period of high demand 
lay ahead; those who expressed doubts were silenced by the argument that it would take years to 
make good the devastation and deferred maintenance due to four years of war. 

Early in 1920 it was clear to the Board of Stewarts and Lloyds that their various require
ments of steel for tube making could not be met in the immediate future from their proposed 
new steel works in Lincolnshire. In particular, the directors responsible for the production of 
tubes at the large works at Coombs Wood near Halesowen became increasingly worried about 
the security of their supplies of raw materials. Their most important supplier-directly and 
indirectly-was Alfred Hickman, Ltd. and in March, 1920, an approach was made to their 
Chairman, Mr. Edward Hickman. It is interesting that at this stage only casual references were 
made to the ownership by Alfred Hickman, Ltd. of their recently acquired subsidiary, Lloyds 
Ironstone Co. Ltd. It is clear that the preponderant reason for the negotiations was to secure : : 
supplies of suitable tube-making material for Coombs Wood. 

The terms of the acquisition were agreed in August, 1920, and provided for the issue of 
one Deferred Share of £1 in Stewarts and Lloyds plus 7 J6d. in cash in exchange for each of the 
Ordinary and each of the Participating Preference Shares of Alfred Hickman, Ltd. The purchase 
was completed on 30th October, 1920. By that time the short-lived post-1918 boom w~s on the 
verge of collapse; exports of steel were diminishing and imports were rapidly growing. Things 
became much worse in 1921, with a national coal strike lasting from April to June and consequent 
closing down of blast furnaces and steel works throughout the country. 
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This was the beginning of what Duncan Burn has called "The Black Decade". Stewarts 
and Lloyds were much less severely hit than most of the other large companies in the iron and 
steel industry and were one-of the very few who continued to pay dividends on their Deferred 
Shares from 1921 to 1930. 

The scheme for building a steel works in Lincolnshire was not abandoned when Hickmans 
were acquired, although it was put into suspense soon afterwards. It was not a case of substituting 
a scheme of development in Northamptonshire for the Lincolnshire scheme. At that time there 
was no intention of developing immediately at Corby: operations there were continued as a separate 
unit for producing ironstone and pig iron, although efforts were made (rom 1921 onwards to 
co-ordinate the operation and control of the three blast furnace plants of the Company-Alfred 
Hickman at Bilston, Lloyds Ironstone Company at Corby and The North Lincolnshire Iron 
Company at Scunthorpe. At Corby quarrying operations were under the control of Mr. S. J. 
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Lloyd, who became a Director of Stewarts and Lloyds in 1920. Mr. Andrew Crawford and his 
son, John, were responsible for the management of the blast furnaces. 

In 1925 Mr. J. G. Stewart, who had been Chairman of Stewarts and Lloyds since 1903, 
died and was succeeded by Mr. R. M. Wilson for about a year. On 1st July, 1926, Mr. A. C. 
Macdiarmid took office as Chairman, the position which he held until his death in August, 1945. 
He was a brilliant Chartered Accountant who had been appointed Secretary of Stewarts and Lloyds 
in 1909, a Director in 1918 and a Deputy Chairman in 1925. At the time of his appointment as 
Chairman Mr. Macdiarmid was 45 and at the heig~t of his powers. He was knighted in 1944. 

On 15th July, 1926, Mr. Macdiarmid submitted to the Board his first general review of 
the Company's position and prospects, in which he outlined the many problems facing the 
Company and put forward for consideration several lines of policy that might be adopted. Stewarts 
and Lloyds did not look upon themselves as primarily iron and steel makers with important tube 
finishing works-they considered that their business was essentially that of tube makers. It was 
on this basis therefore that the Directors took stock of the situation and examined ways and 
means of securing ' an adequate supply of steel of the right qualities and cost for tube production. 

The most decisive step taken during the next three years was the appointment in July, 
1929, of H. A. Brassert & Company, of Chicago, to review all the Company's activities and 
resources with particular reference to the possibility of producing steel for tube manufacture from 
home ore, and to report generally as to the best policy for future development. 

H. A. Brassert & Company were consulting engineers with extensive experience in the 
construction and operation of iron and steel producing plant not only in the U.S.A. but also in 
Eur:ope. In 1927 they had reported on the properties of the Pearson and Knowles Group including 
the Partington Steel & Iron Co'. Ltd. (who were controlled by Sir W. G. Armstrong-Whitworth 
& Co. Ltd.) and in 1928 on Ijmuiden, in Holland. In 1929 they were commissioned by Lord Weir 
on behalf of most of the steel-makers in Scotland (including S & L in respect to their Clydesdale 
Steel Works) to investigate the manufacture of iron and steel in Scotland. Broadly, their recom
mendation was concentration with blast furnaces and steel works to be constructed at a new site 
on the Clyde. The scheme was not, however, carried out. It was through this connection that 
Stewarts and Lloyds first came into contact with H. A. Brassert & Company. 

Brasserts submitted their report (dated February, 1930) to Stewarts and Lloyds in March, 
1930. It recommended that an iron and steel works be built at Corby, on the Northamptonshire 
ore field where Stewarts and Lloyds by this time controlled ironstone reserves estimated as 
sufficient to meet over a hundred years' demands. The purchase of the Islip Iron Co. Ltd. and 
its subsidiaries in 1930 had increased the Company's holdings of ironstone. properties in the 
county to some 26,000 acres, containing about 450 million tons of ironstone. 

H. A. Brassert & Company reached the definite conclusion that the Corby location 
provided the basis for the lowest cost of iron and steel production in Britain-a cost equal to the 
best which had been realised on the Continent. Before reaching this conclusion exhaustive con
sideration was given by Brasserts and by the Company's directors and officials to the possibilities 
of various other sites in different parts of the country. Experiments had also proved that the 
composition of the ironstone deposits in Northamptonshire was particularlY .suited for the pro
duction of basic Bessemer steel, the grade of steel required by Stewarts and Lloyds for the 
manufacture of welded tubes. 

The works as recommended by H. A. Brassert & Company in 1930 were to consist of a 
combined basic Bessemer and Open Hearth Plant, with an annual capacity of 625,000 ingot tons,; = 
with modern blast furnaces to supply the required tonnage of basic Bessemer pig iron, including 
coke plant of 1,000 tons per day capacity, and rolling mills for the manufacture of semi-finished 
steel only. The steel was primarily for Stewarts and Lloyds' own requirements but also included 
a substantial tonnage for sale in the form of slabs, billets, sheet bar and skelp. The scheme did 
not include tube manufacturing plant and contemplated the retention of the existing three small 
blast furnaces at Corby for the production of foundry pig iron. -

The estimated total' cost was £5,710,000 which included the cost of the plant, interest 
charges during the period of construction and the necessary additional working capital. 
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Detailed examination of the scheme convinced Stewarts and Lloyds that it was economically 
sound and practicable. Its magnitude in terms of capital outlay, however, made it impossible for 
the company to undertake it during a period of acute world crisis. 

It was, of course, essential also for Stewarts and Lloyds' proposals to be considered against 
the background of the reorganisation of the steel industry of the country as a whole, which was 
the subject of intense discussion and debate between 1929 and 1932 and in which the Bank of 
England was actively concerned. The Bank first became involved in the financial reconstruction 

_ of part of the iron and steel industry in 1927 when its Governor, Montagu Norman (later Lord 
Norman) decided to sponsor the amalgamation of the armament firms, Sir W. G. Armstrong
Whitworth & Company and Vickers, Ltd. As already mentioned, Armstrong-Whitworth con
trolled Pears on and Knowles and the Partington Steel & Iron Co. Ltd. with large steel interests 
in Lancashire. 

As early as 1925 Montagu Norman on the advice of Mr. (later Sir) Edward Peacock brought 
in as adviser, James Frater Taylor, a Scotsman who had spent a large part of his time in Canada 
and had reorganised Algoma Steel. He recommended a general reorganisation of the steel industry 
in this country, but became particularly absorbed in the management of what became the 
Lancashire Steel Corporation. In 1929 Sir Andrew Duncan,, then Chairman of the Central 
Electricity Board, was elected to the Court of the Bank of England and on his recommendation 
Charles Bruce Gardner (later Sir Charles) until then Managing Director of Shelton Iron, Steel 
and Coal Company, became industrial adviser to the Bank about the end of 1929. Sir Andrew 
Duncan was, of course, very much in the confidence of the Governor of the Bank of England ' 
from 1929 onwards, though it was not until January, 1935, that he became the first Independent 
Chairman of the newly reconstructed British Iron and Steel Federation. He continued to be a 

, member of the Court of the Bank of England until he became President of the Board of Trade 
in 1940. 

The first recorded contact between Mr. Macdiarmid and the Governor of the Bank of 
England was a meeting on 21st January, 1930, and a copy of Brasserts' report to S & L, dated 
February, 1930, was sent to the Governor in April. By coincidence it was received by him on the 
same day as the Bankers' Industrial Development Company (B.LD.) held its first Board Meeting. 
B.LD. was formed, with Montagu Norman as Chairman and Bruce Gardner as Managing 
Director, "to examine, assist and finance the amalgamation, reconstruction and reorganisation on 
an economic and rational basis of groups of British companies engaged in important industries". 
The intention was to deal with industries rather than individual companies, but Stewarts and 
Lloyds' plans were from the start regarded favourably in principle by B.LD. because they fitted 
admirably into the general scheme of regional rationalisation of the industry which was strongly 
recommended from 1930 onwards by Bruce Gardner. 

Finance nevertheless proved an insuperable difficulty for a considerable time. In 1930 
world trade was depressed to an unprecedented degree. , Great Britain was still on the Gold 
Standard and a free trade country and the heavy industries were regarded with particular disfavour 
by the investing public. Discussions with B.LD. about finance occupied nearly three years and 
it was not until the autumn of 1932 that a revised and smaller scheme was agreed and accepted 
and finance arranged. Although the trade depression persisted, the development of Stewarts and 
Lloyds' plans was greatly assisted by the protection afforded under the 1932 Import Duties Act. 
Under this Act the Import Duties Advisory Committee was appointed: from that time until the 
outbreak of war, the Committee exercised a dominant influence on the Iron and Steel Industry. 

The revised Corby scheme provided for the integration of basic Bessemer steel and tube 
production with an annual output of 200,000 ingot tons of steel (to meet the requirements of 
S & L and its associates-no steel being available for outside sale) and 130,000 tons of tubes. 
'The existing blast furnace plant of Lloyds Ironstone Company was to be reconstructed to increase 
the annual capacity from 150,000 tons to 300,000 tons of iron. Plant at Clydesdale Works in 
Scotland suitable for use at Corby was to be transferred. The estimate included provision for 
equipment for the production of ironstone, ore preparation and sintering plant, coke ovens with 
a capacity of 400 tons a day, by-product plant, rolling mills equipment and water supply. The 
tube plant installation was to include continuous weld units and a seamless plant. 
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The capital required to finance the scheme was £3,300,000 (£2,550,000 for plant and 
construction plus £750,000 to cover the amount already spent on the purchase of the Islip Iron 
Company, Ltd. and the current Bank overdraft) and a loan for this amount, repayable by 31st 
December, 1935, was arranged through B.LD. The reduction in the size of the scheme from 
some £5,710,000 to £3,300,000, and the elimination of capacity for the production of semi
finished steel for sale, made the scheme much more acceptable both to the City financial authorities 
and to the rest of the steel industry of the country. In the event the Company drew only a small 
part of the loan arranged through B.LD. Trading conditions improved continuously between the 
end of 1932 and October 1933 and money for investment at low interest rates became available. 
Stewarts and Lloyds took advantage of the favourable conditions and issued Debenture Stock in 
January 1934 to provide finance for Corby and working capital for the business as a whole. 

On 29th November, 1932, Stewarts and Lloyds advised their shareh.olders of the decision 
to proceed with the new developments. The announcement concluded "When the new plant is 

" completed the products of the Company will be wholly British, both in workmanship and material, 
the economic situation of the Company will be strengthened and its competitive position secured". 

Clearing and preparing the site began in January, 1933, and orders were rapidly placed 
for all the plant and equipment. New equipment purchased for working ironstone included an 
electrically driven excavator with a bucket of 9 cubic yards capacity. The machine was designed 
and built by Ransomes & Rapier, Ltd. and at the time was the largest of its type to be constructed 
in Great Britain and one of the largest in the world. 

The increasing depth of cover which it was necessary to remove by mechanical means in 
order to provide the ironstone supplies on which the whole of the vast Corby developments 
were primarily based, intensified the impact on amenities which was the subject of growing 
concern throughout the County. Stewarts and Lloyds were fully alive to the importance and 
seriousness of the problems of restoration of the areas where ironstone had been worked out, but 
of course they also appreciated far more than the general public the difficulties involved. 

The first attempt to deal with these questions on a national basis was the investigation 
made by the Kennet Committee, appointed by the Minister of Health in January, 1938, "to 
consider and report on the problems raised by the~ destruction of agricultural land as a result of 
the excavation of iron ore in Northamptonshire and neighbouring counties and to advise what 
measures should be taken for the future utilization of this land to the best advantage whether by 
restoration or otherwise and how the necessary expenditure should be met". The appointment 
of this Committee was the direct result of the attention called to the problem by the Import 
Duties Advisory Committee in their report, published in 1937, "on the Present Position and 
Future Development of the Iron" and Steel Industry". The Kennet Committee's report was issued 
in May, 1939, but before any action could be taken the war intervened. 

In 1932 seven to eight hundred people were employed at Cor by; by the end of 1939 there 
were about four thousand workmen and staff. Of the additional number about one-third were 
transferred from other works of the Company, about one-half were engaged locally, and the 
remainder were recruited from other districts. 

In the scheme approved in 1932 no allowance had been made for expenditure on houses 
for employees as it was hoped that the Local Authorities would assume responsibility for the 
provision of houses. When it became clear that this hope was not to be realised, Stewarts and 
Lloyds engaged an architect and contractors to plan a housing scheme, the cost of which was 
almost entirely financed by loans from Building Societies subject to guarantees under the Housing= = 
(Financial Provisions) Act, 1933. First plans were based on approximately 1,000 houses for 
workmen but this was steadily increased over the next few years and by the summer of 1938 over 
2,000 houses had been built by the Company. To provide a housing estate and hostel for staff 
the Company purchased East Carlton Park and Hall, about four miles from Corby. Recreation 
facilities, including a Welfare Hall for indoor social activities, tennis courts, football and cricket 
pitches and a bowling green, were also provided by the Company for all grades of employees. 

When developments began at Corby there were, of course, no facilities for technical 
education in Northamptonshire. Mter consultation with the County Secretary for Education and 
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the Local Authorities, Stewarts and Lloyds gave a site and built the Corby Monotechnic Institute 
for Engineering for the benefit of student-apprentices throughout the County. The Institute 
was opened on 28th October, 1938. Subsequently the Northamptonshire County Council pur
chased the building from the Company. This was the basis from which Corby Technical College 
has developed. 

The first unit of the new works to be brought into production-No. 1 blast furnace~was 
lit by Miss Elspeth Macdiarmid, Mr. Allan Macdiarmid's youngest daughter, on 8th May, 1934, 
and in December of that year the first steel was made in 'the Bessemer plant. In the same month 
a satisfactory trial run was made on the continuous weld tube plant using steel strip imported 
from Belgium; 350 tons of tubes made during this test were the first tubes made at Corby. The 
blooming mill and strip mill were started in January, 1935, and shortly afterwards the tube works 
went into regular production. 

MISS ELSPETH MACDIARMID LIGHTING No. 1 BLAST FURNACE, 8TH MAY, 1934 
Miss Macdiarmid was under the guidance of Mr. J. S. Fraser, 

Superintendent of the Iron'and Steel Works 

Fortunately, the period of the erection of the works coincided with a rapid improvement 
in trade conditions. By the autumn of 1933 the Directors had sufficient evidence in confirmation 
of their confidence in the Corby project to enable them to consider substantial additions to the 
original scheme. During the next two years extensions to increase the annual capacity of the 
Steel Works to 450,000 tons were put in hand. The plant to produce seamless tubes was also 
installed. 

In 1936 Stewarts and Lloyds and the Lancashire Steel Corporation agreed on a scheme 
which included the formation of a jointly owned company to manufacture, at Corby, fiat-rolled 
products from semi-finished steel supplied by S & L. To meet increasing demands for steel 
for the tube works and also for the Lancashire and Corby company, Stewarts and Lloyds pro
ceeded with further developments to increase the total pig iron and steel ingot capacity of the 
Works to 600,000 tons per annum. The extensions included additional equipment for ironstone 
production, the construction of a fourth blast furnace, additions to the coke oven and Bessemer 
plants and the installation of a new strip mill. 
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The fourth blast furnace was blown in on 4th July, 1937, and by the end of the year it 
can be said that the whole Works were in commercial production. Outputs for 1938 and 1939 
were as follows; for comparison provisional figures for the year to 3rd October, 1964, are also 
given:-- 1938 1939 1964 

Tons Tons Tons 
IRON AND STEEL WORKS--

Ironstone 1,702,500 1,969,500 2,537,000 
Coke ... 466,200 503,400 654,000 
Pig Iron 465,600 565,400 877,300 
Sinter 384,300 441,200 1,578,750 
Bessemer Ingots 430,000 498,500 812,850 
Other Ingots Nil Nil 358,400 
Blooming Mill 346,900 398,600 917,000 
Strip Mills ... 176,400 221,400 804,000 

TUBE WORKS--
Continuous Weld Tubes 148,400 198,300 553,400 
Other Tubes 34,100 44,200 114,500 

By the end of 1939 Stewarts and Lloyds had spent nearly eight million pounds on the 
installation and development of their Iron, Steel and Tube Works at Corby, including expenditure 
on housing and ancillary activities. 

It was fortunate for the county, and the nation, that the project was so far advanced when 
World War II started in 1939. At a shareholders' meeting in September, 1939, Mr. Macdiarmid 

SIR ALLAN MACDIARMID 
Chairman of Stewarts and Lloyds Limited, 1926-1945 
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said-"Our policy is on the one hand to hold our whole resources, potentialities, and skill at the 
disposal of the Government for the successful prosecution of the war, and on the other hand to 
do our utmost to preserve throughout the difficult times ahead of us the fabric of the company, 
so that when peace comes we may emerge strong in resources and ready and able to deal with 
the conditions that will then arise". These hopes were indeed realised and the Corby Works are 
a continuing memorial of the foresight and courage of Sir A1lan Macdiarmid. 
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• 
DARWIN'S CLERICAL FORERUNNER 

THE Revd. John Morton, Rector (and Patron) of the living of Oxendon, Northants, from 1707 
to 1726, published in 1712 his Natural History of Northamptonshire, one of the best books of its 
kind to come out of a Parsonage. Mr. William Humphreys, writing in Country Life on February 
27th of this year, says of Morton: 

"Mter years of observation, Morton devoted more than 60 pages of his book to the 
description of fossils, differentiating between such a multitude of scallop shells, ammonites, 
cochleas, astropodiums and other ancient forms of life that we become dazed with the treasure
house that the earth held out to him. 

At the end of these chapters he begins to sum up the evidence: 'To be brief, Tis as certain 
that those shells are real: that they were once, the Covers of Shellfish and had their Origin at 
Sea, as that our Senses are capable of making a true report of any Thing whatever . . . . These 
Marine Bodies are found bury'd in the Earth, from near the surface downwards to the greatest 
depth we ever dig or lay it open .... They are essentially different from the strata in which they 
lodge'. Then, just as it seems certain that the solution must be grasped, Morton, in one short 
sentence, writes tha~ he intended to have handled this subject at large, and say by what means 
they became embedded in the earth; but on further consideration he will do no more at present 
than refer the reader to the account already given by Dr. Woodward. 

What can have been the reason for this abrupt ending? Did the shadows of his great 
patrons, the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury and the Lord Bishops of Ely and Carlisle, rise 
before him warning of heresy and iconoclasm; or did he become troubled in his attempt to reconcile 
the evidence of his eyes with the teaching of his Church? But, saying in his preface that he has 
followed nature herself, 'with as much Steddiness and Closeness as I could', does he not now 
say as clearly that he has laid his evidence before his readers, and that they, like himself, must 
draw their own conclusions?". 

:The above is reproduced by kind permission of the editor of Country Life and Mr. Humphreys. 
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R. STERRY ASH BY, F.A.!. 

Chartered Auctioneers and Estate Agents 

Surveyors, Valuers & Property Managers 

4 & 5 GEORGE ROW, NORTHAMPTON 
(Town Centre) Telephone: Northampton 37282 (4 lines) 

ALSO AT 

33-35 SHEEP STREET . NORTHAMPTON 
Telephone: Northampton 37263 

Better days start here I Everyone starts the day better 
with a square meal. Golden, 
delicious Weetabix and milk 
gives you the goodness of a 
cooked breakfast-without the 
cooking. All the nourishment 
of whole wheat with its protein 
and energy value, plus added 
vitamins and iron. Every day 
of the year, start the family off 
with two crisp Weetabix and 
milk-for square-meal nourish
ment! 

GIVES SQUARE-MEAL NOURISHMENT 
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TITMUSS FARM BUILDINGS 

SPECIALISTS IN . 
GRAIN STORAGE AND 
DRYING BUILDINGS 

DUTCH BARNS 

COVERED YARDS 

LEAN-TO'S 

Eligible for Grants under the Farm Improvement Scheme 

F. E. TITMUSS (Agricultural) LTD. 
Mill Rd. Works, Wellingborough 

NORTHANTS Phone 3592 
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